A time-resolved x-ray absorption study of the structural dynamics of liquid water on a picosecond time scale is presented. We apply femtosecond mid-infrared pulses to resonantly excite the intramolecular O-H stretching band of liquid water and monitor the transient response in the oxygen K-edge absorption spectrum with picosecond x-ray pulses. In this way, structural changes in the hydrogen bond network of liquid water upon an ultrafast temperature jump of approximately 20 Kelvin are investigated. The changes of the x-ray absorption as induced by such a temperature jump are about 3.2 %. This demonstrates that our method serves as a sensitive probe of transient structural changes in liquid water and that combined infrared laser-synchrotron experiments with substantially shorter x-ray pulses such as generated with a femtosecond slicing scheme are possible.
Introduction
For structure determination of matter, x-ray techniques have been the most commonly used and the most accurate. Until recently they have primarily been performed under stationary or quasi-stationary conditions addressing time-averaged equilibrium structures. An extension of x-ray methods into the ultrafast time domain is highly desirable since it enables unprecedented insight into transiently evolving matter by allowing direct probing of rapidly changing structures. The dynamic properties of liquids and solids are coupled to atomic motions and the relevant time-scale is that of a vibrational period [≤100 femtoseconds (fs) = proper adhesive technology or by using viton O-ring gaskets together in a mechanical mount.
The water film thickness in our cell for the transient x-ray absorption measurements ( Amorphous ice was prepared by condensing in ultrahigh vacuum deionized water onto a Si 3 N 4 membrane that was cooled to liquid Nitrogen temperature. The crystalline ice sample was made by slowly heating the amorphous sample to about 150 K [14, 55] . Crystallization was observed to be complete after approximately 30 minutes. The ice samples were 200 nm thick.
Steady-state x-ray absorption spectra were taken by detecting the transmitted x-ray flux with a GaAs diode both in hybrid-and single-bunch mode of the electron storage ring BESSYII ( Fig. 1(c) ). The hybrid-bunch mode at BESSYII consists of 350 consecutive electron bunches spaced by 2 ns and a single bunch placed in a gap of 100 ns. For transient xray absorption x-ray pulses were detected with a fast avalanche photodiode (APD) (Fig. 1(c) ).
Time-resolved detection with box car integrators allowed us to record the transmitted x-ray signal both in single and hybrid bunch mode with and without infrared excitation with consecutive x-ray pulses from the single bunches 800 ns apart from each other and, hence, each at a repetition rate of 1 kHz ( Fig. 1 (a) ). The duration of the x-ray pulses was typically 80 ps. Transient x-ray absorption was measured by detecting the transmitted x-ray flux at fixed photon energy with variable pump-probe delays or at a fixed delay and by varying the xray photon energy across the O K-edge. All spectra shown here are taken with a photon energy bandwidth of between 0.1 and 0.2 eV. The x-ray pulses were generated in the soft xray undulator beamline UE56-b at BESSYII.
The infrared pulses were generated in an optical parametric amplifier using an amplified femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser system (1 kHz repetition rate, 0.8 mJ/pulse, 60 fs pulse duration). The mid-infrared radiation was tuned to the center of the O-H stretching band at 3400 cm -1 . Taking into account losses due to reflection on the vacuum window and on the Si 3 N 4 membrane the infrared pulse energy was measured to be 2.25 µJ at the water film. The infrared pulse duration was estimated to 120 fs. The pump beam entered the vacuum chamber at an angle of 30° with respect to the x-ray beam propagation axis and was focused with a f=17 cm lens onto the sample.
The measured sizes of the pump and probe beams are shown in Fig. 2 (b) and (c). A quadratic pinhole (300 x 300 µm 2 ) was scanned at the sample location through both the infrared and the x-ray beams and the transmitted intensity was measured with a powermeter and a GaAs photodiode, respectively. The data had to be slit deconvoluted because the pinhole size was similar to the spot sizes. We assume a round pump beam spot and Gaussian intensity distributions for both the pump and the probe beams. The x-ray beam spot is rectangular. According to the fit in Fig. 2 
Results and Discussion
O K-edge absorption spectra of crystalline ice, liquid water and gas-phase water are displayed in Fig. 3 . We focus here on the near-edge region of the x-ray absorption spectrum (near edge x-ray absorption fine structure, NEXAFS [55] ). While the extended high-energy region of the spectrum (extended x-ray absorption fine structure, EXAFS) can be used to extract O-O radial distribution functions [58, 59] , the near-edge region reflects how the local electronic structure of the absorbing molecules is affected by hydrogen bonding. It hence gives indirect access to the local structure of water. The O K-edge absorption spectrum arises from transitions of O 1s electrons into empty molecular orbitals of the probed water molecules. Transitions to these empty states are particularly sensitive to hydrogen bonding with the nearest neighbors and the spectrum reflects the superposition of spectral contributions from water molecules in various configurations [11, 14, 15, 60] . This is demonstrated with the O K-edge spectra of ice, liquid and gas-phase water in Fig. 3 .
Hydrogen bonding can obviously be probed effectively with the O K-edge absorption spectrum. Note that our ice spectrum agrees well with formerly reported crystalline ice spectra [16, [61] [62] [63] . It is apparent that increasing the structural disorder, or the weakening and/or breaking of hydrogen bonds, in the condensed phases of water is indicated by increasing absorption in the so called pre-and main-edge regions of the spectra at 535 eV and 537-538 eV, respectively, and decreasing absorption in the post-edge region (541-542 eV). The pre-edge and main-edge features are related to states localized around the species that are highly asymmetric with only one well defined hydrogen bond on the donor side. The post-edge feature, on the other hand, originates from more symmetric configurations with two strong donor hydrogen bonds. These three spectral features have been used before to characterize different hydrogen bonding configurations in water [9, 11, 14, 62] .
A more detailed analysis of the liquid water x-ray absorption spectrum showed that varying the contribution of two structurally different configurations can explain these spectral changes [9, 11, 54] : The increase of the relative amount of locally asymmetric configurations and the concomitant decrease of the relative amount of locally symmetric configurations is consistent with increasing absorption in the pre and main edges and with a decreasing absorption in the post edge. This model was also used to explain the changes in the O K-edge x-ray absorption spectra upon steady-state heating and cooling of liquid water [27] suggested that for a certain fraction of the molecules the asymmetry of their bonding configuration increases: One of the donor hydrogen bonds weakens while the other donor bond on the same molecule gets stronger. This increasing asymmetry in the hydrogen bonded network was recently confirmed in a neutron diffraction study [64] .
The infrared and x-ray absorption spectra of liquid water are displayed in Fig. 4 . The infrared spectrum was recorded in a commercial FTIR spectrometer. In all our time-resolved experiments the pump laser wavelength was tuned to the O-H stretching band centered at 3400 cm -1 .
(a) (b) is transferred into low-frequency intermolecular vibrations of the hydrogen bond network [7] .
These ultrafast infrared spectroscopic studies demonstrate that the sample is fully equilibrated and macroscopically heated on a time scale of a few picoseconds with a larger fraction of intermolecular hydrogen bonds broken. We adopt the notion of temperature here even though we have not absolutely established that the population of vibrational and translational degrees of freedom below 400 cm -1 can be described by a thermal distribution.
The pre-edge transmission decrease observed around 535 eV is the result of such transient heating and clearly indicates that the number of molecules in locally asymmetric configurations with one weak/broken hydrogen bond increases. As the duration of the x-ray probe pulses of 80 ps is substantially longer than the intrinsic build-up time of the temperature jump, the time-resolved change of x-ray absorption follows the time integral of the cross correlation of pump and probe pulses.
The associated structural changes in liquid water upon mid-infrared excitation are characterized in more detail by means of transient XAS over the whole O K-edge at a fixed delay of 280 ps as shown in Fig. 6 (a) . The transmission at the pre and main edges decreases while it increases at the post edge. We find in addition that the maximum relative change of xray transmission is at a photon energy of ~ 0.6 eV below the water pre-edge absorption maximum. This corroborates the pump-probe measurements shown in Fig. 5 where the relative change of x-ray transmission decreases when approaching the pre-edge maximum absorption energy. In order to understand these effects in more detail we compare the transient spectral difference in Fig. 6 (a) with a steady-state temperature difference (Fig. 6 (b) ) and with the difference between H 2 O and D 2 O (Fig. 6 (c) ). Earlier studies [65] [66] derived from the absorbed infrared flux [51] , a density change of ~ 0.5% is expected. On a time scale of a few hundred ps after excitation, where we probe the transient x-ray absorption spectrum, the density has not changed yet. Therefore, when comparing the transient differences with steady-state heating and isotopic substitution one has to consider that in the later two cases the density change as due to temperature is included. In addition, because on ps time scale heating is taking place without change in volume the temperature change is associated with a pressure change. Only a few attempts have been made so far to investigate the effect of elevated pressures on the structure of liquid water [67] and on the near K-edge structure of oxygen [68] . However, these studies are not significant examples to allow for a quantitative estimation of the pressure induced changes in the O K-edge spectrum. Systematic investigations of the changes in the O K edge spectrum on time scale out to several ns are planned in forthcoming experiments.
The long term overall temperature rise in our experiment is determined by the energy supplied via the infrared pump pulse. A quantitative analysis of the temperature jump can be made on the basis of the experimental parameters used for the transient data in Fig. 5 : The measured pump pulse energy at the water film (~ 2.25 µJ), the measured diameter of the pump beam on the sample (210 µm), the measured water film thickness (600 nm), the tabulated absorption of the infrared radiation in water (OD ~0.366), and the tabulated heat capacity of liquid water (Cp= 4.2 J/g -1 K -1 ). We also have to account for the different spot sizes of infrared pump and x-ray probe beams.
Lateral heat diffusion leads to a spreading of excess energy and this has to be taken into account when estimating the size of the induced temperature jumps since it could lead to a temporal broadening of the temperature profile. Calculations show, however, that the lateral energy spreading in the water film occurs on a millisecond time scale [51] , much longer than the time scale of our pump-probe study. Thus, the temperature profile as generated by the pump pulse is probed in the time-resolved experiments. It should be noted that the lateral energy spreading in Si 3 N 4 is substantially faster than in water (approximately by a factor of three), due to the higher heat diffusivity of 1.7×10 -2 cm 2 /s [69] . This fact indicates that most of the heat is, once transferred from the water film, dissipated through the Si 3 N 4 membranes before the next pump pulse impinges on the sample after 1 ms.
From our experimental parameters we estimate a temperature increase of approximately 20 K averaged over the excited volume. However, the x-ray probe-beam size is 115 µm (horizontal) x 285 µm (vertical) (Fig. 2 (c) ) and this averages the size of the temperature jump over the excited volume and neighboring unpumped regions of the water film. Taking this into account, one again derives a temperature jump of 18 to 20 K averaged over the probed volume.
In our recently reported results [51] we showed that a measured transmission change of 0.15 % in the pump-probe experiment corresponds to a temperature jump of 1 K. Given this, one can independently estimate the temperature jump reported here: The 3.2 % absorption change gives a temperature jump of ~21 K, in very good agreement with the temperature jump estimated from our experimental parameters.
Summary and Conclusions
We have presented a time-resolved x-ray absorption study of the structural dynamics in liquid water on a picosecond time scale. We report measured changes of x-ray absorption after an infrared induced temperature jump as large as 3.2 %. This corresponds to a temperature jump of approximately 20 K. Associated structural changes are characterized by comparing a transient x-ray absorption spectrum with spectral differences for steady-state heating and isotopic substitution in liquid water. Our results demonstrate the potential for combined infrared laser-synchrotron experiments with substantially shorter x-ray pulses such as generated with a femtosecond slicing scheme.
